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1. (A)  Answer any one of the following questions in about 750 words each.        10 

  (1) Answer the following questions : 

   (a)  Write a short note on Intonation. 

   (b) Differentiate between pure vowels and diphthongs. Enlist the IPA 
symbols for the diphthongs in English with atleast one example (word) 
for each sound. 

  (2) Define the sentence. Explain different kinds of a sentence based on its 
function with illustrations.  

 (B) Answer to the point any one of the following questions  :  4 

  (1) Explain the difference between a simple sentence and a compound sentence 
with examples. 

  (2) Write a note on Organs of speech.. 

  (3) Do as directed. 

   (a)  Make nouns :   kind, arrange 

   (b)  Make verbs : courage, real 

   (c)  Give antonyms : careful, true 

   (d)  Give synonyms : aim, to listen 

 

2. (A)  Answer any two of the following questions in about 100 words each.  6 

  (1) Differentiate between a proper noun and a common noun with two examples 
for each. 

  (2) Combine the following sentences into one meaningful sentence : 
   I am indeed glad. You have made serious efforts. You have learnt Gujarati 

very well. 

   You can speak it fluently.  

  (3) Explain the uses of the present continuous tense with examples. 
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 (B)  Answer to the point any one of the following questions :  8 

  (1) Answer the following questions. 

   (a) What is the degree of comparison ? State what changes are made while 
interchanging the positive and the comparative degrees of comparison 
with illustrations. 

   (b)  Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the word given in the 
brackets. 

    (1) Ayush ——————— a job after he had obtained his M.A. 
degree. ( to get) 

    (2) This book is ————. ( she ) 

    (3) My neighbour always _______our house in our absence. (to take 
care of) 

    (4) He ran ————to catch the bus. (fast) 

  (2) Do as directed. 

   (a)  I know a man who is trustworthy. ( Make a simple sentence ) 

   (b)  She likes both singing as dancing. (Correct the sentence) 

   (c)  You should apply __the post. (Insert the correct preposition) 

   (d)  The father said to his daughter, ‘Why did you steal a pen ?” ( Turn into 
the indirect Speech ) 

   (e)  You know the answer, _______ ? (Add a question tag) 

   (f)  No sooner did he come out____ he saw some people shouting in the 
street. (Insert the correct conjunction) 

   (g) Never make others ____ your work. (Insert the correct form of ‘to do’)  

   (h) Sona will not sing a filmy song in the competition. (Change the Voice) 

 

3. (A)  Answer any one of the following questions in about 750 words each :  10 

  (1)  How did Mr. Blandford fall in love with Miss Meynell ? Narrate and justify 
her test of his love for her. 

  (2) Write a note on Diamonds. How will India be the Gems and Jewellery capital 
of the world ?  

 (B)  Answer any one of the following questions in about 125 words each :  4 

  (1) Describe the writer’s experience of the ride on Bunty’s blue bike. 

  (2) Describe the qualities of Mother. 

  (3) Do you think that Digvijay was an irresponsible person ? Why ?  
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4. (A)  Answer any two of the following questions in about 100 words each : 6 

  (1) Write a brief note on ‘Language acquisition’. 

  (2) Write a brief note on ‘Three Language Formula’. 

  (3) Mention the merits of the Inductive method.  

 (B)  Answer any one of the following questions in about 500 words each : 8 

  (1) Make a stray lesson plan for any lesson of Std. 10 in the light of  

   i) Teaching Points, ii) Teaching Process and iii) Assignment. 

  (2) Discuss the problems faced by the teachers in teaching English as a second 
language. 

 

5. Do as directed.   14  

 Select and write the correct option from those given in the brackets : 

 (1) The rhyming words are the pair of words that have similar _____.  

  (a) meanings       (b) sounds       (c) consonants     (d) opposites 

 (2) The manager had been very ______ to me. 

  (a) help     (b) helpful     (c) helpless     (d) helplessness 

 (3) Did you hear the _________ about the delay ? 

  (a) announce      (b) announcing     (c) announced      (d) announcement 

 (4) I found the party very ______. 

  (a) enjoy     (b) enjoying    (c) enjoyable      (d) enjoyment 

 (5) Shirin has been working here _____ 2003.  

  (a) from        (b) since          (c) for         (d) till 

 (6) The book is __ boring to read.  

  (a) so that    (b) very         (c) to        (d) too 

 (7) The funny definition ‘The only man who enjoys poor health’ stands for ______. 

  (a) teacher      (b) doctor         (c) poor man        (d) rich man 

 (8) The funny definition ‘A person who speaks on a subject you already know and 
makes it terribly confusing’ stands for _____.  

  (a) expert      (b) fool     (c) writer   (d) anchor 

 (9) The blue bike belonged to _______. 

  (a) Bunty        (b) Bunty’s father  (c) Bunty’s uncle  (d) Bunty’s friend 
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 Answer the following questions in one sentence/word : 

 (10) Write the adjective form of ‘to learn’. 

 (11) Write one specific objective for the expression of one’s ideas in spoken English. 

 (12) One teacher first gives the definition of a concept and then explains it with the help 
of some examples. Which method of teaching has she used ? 

 (13) Which language, according to the 1968 policy, must be studied as the first    
language ? 

 (14) Which type of lesson is given to develop a single teaching skill ? 

_____________ 


